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to cooking, you know what you're looking for. At the highest level of design, precision and performance are synonymous with the name Kookaburra. That's why this Kookaburra

Silver Control Plus brings together all the same features and performance that you demand from your kitchen appliance, but on a stove that's big enough to cook in. Burning Range
with Exclusive Ceramic Cooking Grid The exclusive Ceramic and Stainless Steel Micro "Cooking Grid" oven features a beveled stainless steel surround with ceramic on the bottom
and sides of the oven. This construction is totally unique in the cooking industry. It eliminates the need for a special cooking surface and simply creates an effective cooking unit.

This form of cooking grid is the same quality as that of your stove top's burner surface. But with the added benefit of a beveled design, the Ceramic and Stainless Steel Micro
"Cooking Grid" oven functions more efficiently and will burn coals longer than most cooking surfaces. And this design is considerably easy to clean. The stove top's outer shell is

crafted from high quality stainless steel. Constructed with two halves that snap together, this cooking unit's outer shell adds a rugged look to your kitchen. The stove top's porcelain
elements are easy to clean and its matching L-shaped handles are conveniently placed for safe, convenient operation. Quality Control Technology To accurately and precisely

regulate heat output from your stove, this Kookaburra Silver Control Plus comes with the exclusive KOOKABURRA Silver Control Control Lock that gives you unparalleled
temperature control over your cooking system. You can even raise and lower the temperature range of the stove by simply turning the control lock. Just turn the control lock until
the switch reads the desired range and then lock in place. This is the ultimate way to regulate heat from your stove. Direct Vent Ignition The Kookaburra Silver Control Plus also

offers you the ultimate convenience with the Direct Vent Ignition System. Simply push a button to ignite this gas fired stove. This stove is perfect for the novice cook because you're
guaranteed quick ignition and stability with the Direct Vent Ignition System. And the stove can burn coal for up to 24 hours. Benefits of the KOOKABURRA
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